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The Nazi and theSehoolgid

both the German Zionist Organization
and the Paris branch of Youth Aliyah,
who fled Germany with her mother In
ger’s many acolytes-that Heidegger may 1933, who wrote forcefullyabout the need
CARLIN ROMANO
have been enthusiastic about Nazism, but for anti-totahtanan polltical action and
HANNAH ARENDTIMARTIN HEIthose politics have little t o d o with his took asa fundamental credo that
“when
DEGGER. By Elzbreta Ettinger. Yale. mostprofoundphilosophical
beliefs one is attacked as a Jew, one mustdefend
139 pp. $16.
about “Being,” “authenticity,” “techno- oneself as a Jew,” remain powerfully delogical culture’’ and other characteristic voted to a mentor who betrayed Jewish
annah Arendt(1906-75) once concerns. On the contrary, it’s increasingcolleagues (including hls teacher, Edmund
told an interviewer that as a
ly clear why Theodor Adornodescribed Husserl), promoted approvalof the Nazi
Jewish schoolgirl in KonigsHeidegger’s anti-public, anti-democratic, agenda for Germany when he became
berg, the Prussian hometown
anti-pluralisticphilosophyas“fascist
rector of Freiburg University in1933, reshe shared with noless a rationalist predown to its most intimate
components,” mained with a viciously anti-Semitic wife
cursor than Kant, she operated under
why Karl Jaspers denounced it as “un- for decades and never repented?
strict instructions from her mother.If a
free,
dictatorial and incapable of comAnswers have been
frustrated by the unteacher uttered an anti-Semitic remark,
munication,”
and
why
Heidegger
himavailability
to
scholars
of the Heideggershe was to stand up Immediately, leave
self,
in
a
1936
conversation
with
his
forArendt
correspondence.
Elisabeth Youngclass and go home. Her mother, Arendt
mer
student
Karl
Lowith,
agreed
“withBruehl,
whose
fme,
groundbreaking
1982
explained, “always insisted that I not
out
reservation”
that
“his
partisanship
biography,
Hannah
Arendt:
For
Love
of
humble myself.”
for
National
Socialism
lay
In
the
essence
the
World,
reported
the
romance,
noted
Some sixty years later, as a worldmore than once that
she could not obtain
renowned political theorist livlng in an of his philosophy.’’
access. Neither couldHugo Ott, the
Gerapartment on Manhattan’s Riverside
maneconomichistorianwhose
1988
Drlve, Hannah remalned under theeye of
Martin
Heidegger:
A
Polrtrcal
probe,
Martha Arendt. Motherpeered out from
Lrfe, supplied the strongest documentaoneofthreephotoson
her desk.The
tion yet for the fervorand tawdriness of
others were of her husband, Helnrlch
Heidegger’s
cooperation with National
Blucher, and her f m t philosophyprofesSociaIism.
sor, Martin Heidegger (1889-1976).
Yet somehow Elzbleta Ettinger, profesIt’s the Heldegger portrait that might
sor of humanltles at M.I.T. and authorof
have nettled Arendt’s mother. After more
a Rosa Luxemburg biography, managed
than a decade of courageous scholarship
to
read the letters. That will frustrate not
by Hugo Ott and
Victor Farias in Europe,
Just
pastresearchers but one DanaVllla,
and related work from American scholars
an Amherst political theorist and HelThomas Sheehan, Richard Wolin, Hans
All that bad archival news makes it degger fan who announcesin the preface
Sluga and Tom Rockmore, no sensible
to hls forthcoming, highly abstract and
observer can doubt that Heldegger, the more awkward than ever for admirers
often impenetrable study, Arendt and
most celebrated and influential figurein of Arendt-includmg those scheduled
to gather October 5-7 for a twentiethHeidegger: TheFate of the Pohtlcal, that
twentieth-century German philosophy,
lied his inauthentic head off about his re- anniversary memorlal conference at the “the ArendUHeidegger correspondence
remains, as a general rule, off limits to
lation to theNazis. Far from being a re- New School for Social Research-that
luctant sympathlzer for a brief period
in Heidegger remained the dominantinflu- scholars at the present time.”
the early 1930s, as he sought toconvince ence on her life and thought. It only com- Neither Ettinger nor herpublisher will
his de-Nazification commttee after World plicates matters further that, as someas- say how she got permission, apart from
War 11, Heidegger remained an enthusl- sociates of Arendt knew, sheandthe
confiding that she asked for It. No matter.
astic believer In National Soclallsm’s charismatic young Heidegger engaged in She’s come up with startling excerpts, but
love affair.It
“inner truth and
greatness.” He hoped to apassionatefour-year
It’s how sheshapesherinterpretation
become Fuhrerof the Germanuniversity began when she was an 18-year-old flrst- that’s certain to prove explosive, and to
system, to play philosopher-king to Hit- year student of his at Marburg. He, a anger Arendt’smany friends and admirler’s Fuhrersstaat, alming, in the words 35-year-old junior professor,married
ers. If, In reading Ettinger’s book, a variof philosopher Otto Poggeler, den Fiih- with kids, made dear through a couple ant of old schooldoggerelcomesto
of notes that he had Daserns on her.
rerfrihren, “to lead the leader.”
mind-“Hannah and Martin sitting in
The explosion of research on HeidegArendt cared aboutno intellectual the Schnee, K-I-S-S-I-N-G. . .”-the fault
ger’s Nazi actlvlties has undermlned wen process so much as “understanding”; but 1s wholly Ettinger’s. In her somewhat
a second, fallback position for Heideg- understanding her lifelong relationship Cosmo-ish view, Heidegger may not have
with Heidegger, which lasted-after a been able to put
his finger on Being, but
Carlm Romano, pmrdent of the Natronal seventeen-year break between 1933 and he could always make Timefor Hannah.
Book Critics CIrcle, is completing a book 1950”until her death in 1975, isnot easy. As for Arendt’s all-too-human condition
on phrlosophy In Amerlca for Alfred A . How could a brilliant, imperious, self- of eternal loyalty, it’s simply the banality
KnopJ
aware Jewishintellectual, who worked for of romantic obsesslon.
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too-human condition
of eternal ZoyaZtJ it’s
simply the banalityof
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Ettinger’s crucial claim, stripped of academic diction,IS that Arendtnever overcame her schoolgirl crush onHeidegger,
even after World War 11. As a result, Ettinger asserts, Arendt agreedto serve as
Heidegger’s“goodwill ambassador to
the world at large,” supervising his translations, refurbishing his reputation, exonerating him before the
world philosophical community. In short, she was Heidegger’s dupe.
That, Ettinger suggests, was reprehensible. Arendt, shewrites, “went to extraordinary pains to
minimize and justify Heldegger’s contribution to and support
of
the ThirdReich,” blaming everything on
hisrabidlyanti-Semitic
wife, Elfride.
Like other apologists for Heidegger, contends Ettinger, Arendt “endeavoured to
portray him as a helpless victim of [Elfride’s] sinister obsession.” But Heidegger, Ettinger insists, “wasnever a toolin
the hands of his wife or anyone else.”
ArendtblamedElfridebecause
“the
women were jealous of each other” and
because “Arendt never ceased to believe
that she was the woman in Heldegger’s
life.” Arendt strove to protect “the special role that shebelieved she played in his
life, the spiritualkinship that she believed
he sharedwith no oneelse.” Arendt “was
convinced that she alone could understand the depthof his soul . . . that she
was his muse and his healer.”
All that intensity, Ettinger argues, grew
out of old-fashioned romanticloopiness.
In anunsent note to Heldegger that she
wrote at age 54,Arendt declared that he
was the man“to whom I remained falthful and unfalthful, and both love.”
in
In
their earlier years, when, according to Ettinger, Arendt “idealized Heidegger beyond measure,” Arendt wrote to him, “1
would have lost my right to live had I lost
my love for you.” Elsewhere, she promised, “ I will love youmore after death.”
And for those who findit hard to think
of Arendt and Heldegger doing more
than rubbing foreheads,Ettinger quotes
Arendt’s announcement of a more sensuous maneuver: “ I kiss your brow and
your eyes.”
Ettinger asserts that Arendt’s husband,
Heinrlch Blucher, “never fully understood, as their postwar letters make clear,
the depth of her bond with the philosopher. He erroneouslyconsidered her affair wlth Heidegger as ended.” Heidegger, for hls part, is shown by Ettinger to
have been passionately~n
love wlth
Arendt in their prewar days, so much so
thattheworld-championobscurantist
wrote her lntelliglble prose (love letters
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notable, Ettinger sniffs, for their Hall- sine qua non of the whole affair. . . .” him. Heidegger died five months later.
Sizing up the drama, Ettinger is conEttinger argues that Arendt’s corremarkish platitudes). Ettinger describes
his sixteen letters to her in 1950, after spondence with Karl Jaspers, the other temptuous of Heidegger and dismissive
their mature reconciliation, as“warm, el- malor German philosopher with whom of both Arendt and Jaspers. Heidegger
“reinforced the ‘slavish’ streak” in
egant, romantic, even seductive” (Et- she maintained a lifelong relationshiptinger apparently did not win permission in their case, ofmutual friendship and re- Arendt. Arendt and Jaspers “were serito quote Heidegger’s letters). In Ettin- spect rather than romance-shows that ously involved in questions of ethics and
ger’s recap, Heidegger wondered “what Arendt knew she was functioning as Hei- morality, but their theories failed them
to Martin Heidegger.” After
was more beautiful: Hannah’s letter or degger’s apologist in the West. In a 1951 when it came
her picture.” He wrote that “hedreamed letter, Arendt admits to having “a bad her 1950 meeting with Heidegger, Etabout her living nearby and of running conscience.” In thelater part of her book, tinger asserts, Arendt simply “did what
his fingers through her hair.” By 1952, theauthor details how both Jaspers she could to whitewash his Nazi past.”
treatArendt was expressing the conviction that (whose Jewish wife received shabby
Ettinger’s version both reflects and
ment from Heidegger before
the war) and clashes with the standard ArendtIHei“nothing has changed between us.”
At the same time, Ettinger reports, Hei- Arendt struggled over what their relationsdegger story,the onesketched by Youngdegger continued until the last years of to Heidegger should be in later life. Jas- Bruehl in Hannah Arendt. According to
their relationship to treat Arendt as astu- pers finally urged Arendt to break with that book, Arendt and Heidegger condent rather than afellow intellectual and Heidegger. Arendt refused. After Arendt ducted a studentkeacher affar, an “illicit
author. He couldn’t stand her growing smoothed rough patchesin the 1950s and and impossible love,” with Arendt conworld prominence after the publication ’60s by a visit to Heidegger in 1967, she tinuing to rush to him whenever he sumof The Origlnsof Totalitarianism (1951). visited Heidegger and his wife once a moned her even after she left Marburg
a reaction Arendt at first accommodated. year, even trying to help him peddle the for Heidelberg (and Jaspers) to do her
She wrote to Blhcher in the fifties, “As manuscript of Berng and Time when he dissertation on St. Augustine (finally to
you know, I am quite ready to behave needed money. Heidegger wrote that he be published in English this December
by
toward Heidegger asthoughI
have would havepreferred for her to visit him the University of Chicago Press). After
never written a word and will neverwrite twice a year. Arendt died in December Arendt fled Germany for Paris in 1933,
one. And this is the unspoken condrtro 1975, four months afterher last visit to the seventeen-year break ensued.
In 1946, Young-Bruehl points out, in
an article for Partisan Review, Arendt deTHE RED
scribed Heidegger as a philosopher of
“absolute egoism,” compared him unfaIt was summer a bright day in summer and the path kept
vorably
to Jaspers and faulted Heidegger
narrowing as it led in under the oaks
so
much
for his betrayal of Husserl that
which grew larger than those I was used to in that country
she
labeled
him “a potential murderer”
darker and mossed like keepers it seemed to me
of
his
mentor.
In 1950, however, whenshe
of an age earlier than anything I could know
and
Heidegger
had their first postwar
underfoot the ground became damp and water appeared
meeting
(Ettinger
notes that Elfride was
in long scarves on the trail between overhanging
not
present),
Heidegger
convinced Arendt
ferns and bushes and reflected the sky through the leaves
that
claims
about
his
enthusiastic
Nazism
the birds were silent at that hour and I went on
were slander. Their friendship resumed
through the cool air listening and came to a corner
and Arendt thereafter undertook her role
of ruined wall where the way emerged into
in
promoting Heidegger’s work.As Richa bare place in the woods with paths coming together
ard
Wolin characterizes matters, Arendt
the remains of walls going on under trees and the roofless
saw
Heidegger’s Nazismas more “a charshoulders of stone buildings standing hunched among heavy
acter
flaw” than a manifestation of inner
boughs all in shade the mud tracks of animals led
evil. In the pbrtisan Revrew article, sheaspast a tall stone in the center darker than the stone
cribed his “complete irresponsibility . . .
of that country and with polished faces and red
partly
to the delusion of genius,partly to
lines across them which when I came close I saw
desperation.”
were names cut deep into the stone and beside each one
In her 1%9 address, “Martin Heidegger
a birth date with each letter and numeral painted
at 80,” Arendt also blamed Heideggerfor
that fresh crimson I read without counting to the foot
thinking, like Plato and too
many philosof one side and the date of death and the account
ophers, that philosophy could take place
of how it had come to them one day in summer when they
in a separate realm from politics, leading
were brought out of those buildings where they had lived
to
“what the French call a deformatron
old people most of them as the datesindicated
On the standard view,
professionelle.”
men and women and with them children they had been
their relationship continued (without
ordered in German to that spot where they were
ardor) despite Arendt’ssharp criticism of
shot then the Germans set fire to the buildings
Heidegger’s activities, her condescension
with the anlmals inslde and when they had finished
toward
his judgment and even her conthey went off down the lane and the fires burned on
tempt
for
his character. (Young-Bruehl
and the smoke fllled the summer twlllght and then the warm night
noted way back, as does Ettinger now,
that Arendt once described Heideggeras
WS. Merwrn
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a man who “lies notoriously always and older and deeper that she understood as
European culture, something she guardeverywhere, and whenever he can.”)
The achievement of Ettinger’s book ed at hercenter.” Her pride in the status
lies in its documentation of Arendt’s
of German Jews before the Nazis, the
emotional bondto Heidegger. Its weak- “almost complete” assimilation of Jewish
ness rests in its de-emphasis of alt factors and non-Jewish German intellectuals at
in Arendt’s loyalty more intellectually the time, particularly struck him: “She
complicated than romantic bondage, and harbored a nostalgia for that condition
in its condescensiontoward Arendt her- andthat period.” Somescholars say
self, a woman who struck no one who Arendtmade“quietappropriations”
knew her as shy, deferential, lovesick or from Heidegger in her work-fair or not,
easily manipulable. There is something Arendt surely profited, andlegitimately,
too automatic, too Hard Copy about from prestige by association.
But where Ettinger’sinterpretation
Ettinger’s diagnosis, as if the HeideggerArendt affair began as run-of-the-mill most falls short is in the area shemines:
sexual harassment (the new-style “con- the purely human. Despite manifoldevidence that Arendt viewed Heidegger as
sensual” variety), with Arendt playing
a deeply flawed man, even a fool when
out the part of damaged abusee. But
while we know from Young-Bruehl that it came to politics, Ettinger mists that
Arendt developed a crush on Senator Heidegger was simply evil, calculating
and unscrupulous,a dangerous political
Sam Ervin during the Watergate hearings, it’s a stretchto see Heidegger as the climber, and therefore that Arendt’s
BobPackwood of the Black Forest. charity toward him was inexcusable. In
that regard, it’s Ettinger’s hubris that
Something is off here.
To be sure, Heidegger, whatever his stands out. Sheshows no deference to the
sins, represented a kindof cultural home fact that Arendt, an immensely savvy,
to Arendt. “If I can be said to ‘have come down-to-earth, cosmopolitan Judge of
from anywhere,’ ” she wrote in a 1964 people, knew Heidegger the manfor decades, whereas Ettinger knows him only
letter to the great Jewlsh scholar Gershom Scholem, who’d rebuked her for as a writer.
her allegedly unsympathetic attitude to- The view of Heidegger as aweak and
ward the Jewish people in Eichmann in foolishpersonality in fundamental waysJerusalem (1963), “it is from the tradition regarding his wife, regarding Realpoliiik,
of German philosophy.” To walk out on regarding how others saw him-surfaces
Heidegger, as she was once supposed to repeatedly throughout Arendt’swritings.
walk out on anti-Semitic remarks, would Ettinger herself quotes Jaspers’s telling rehave been to leave her own intellectual mark to Arendt on her first visit to Jaspers
after the war in1949: “Poor Heidegger.
temple-it’s no surpriseshekepthis
photo near. Moreover, Heidegger’s own Here we are sitting, thetwo best friends
intense, virtuallyreligious sense of phil- he has,and we see right throughhim.”
In fact, it’s plain from evidence with
osophical mission and seriousness, especially the deeply subjective, self-reflectwe which Ettinger is familiar that Arendt
thought of Heidegger as a dupe when it
demands he placed on himself, plainly
struck a chord In Arendt and influenced came to the Nazis: a judgment she’d
her own view of what marked philosoph- probably have kept to even if she’d seen
ical thinking. She too always placed phi- the new evldence of his activities that has
losophy on a lofty plane and didn’tlike, emerged in the past tenyears. We know
work, TheLife of theMmd,
in principle, to mix matters of the flesh from her last
that sheconsidered both Heidegger and
and thought. For Arendt, Ettinger acknowledges, “there was no place in the his philosophy exceedingly unworldly. In
life of the spirit for mattersof the flesh.” her 1953 notebook entry laterpublished
It’s also possible to accept Ettinger’s in- as “Heidegger theFox,” she wrotedirectnuendo throughout the book that Arendtly about Heidegger as “so lacking inslyvigorously exploited her American status ness” that he got caughtin one trap after
as agent for high European philosophical another. That entry makes plain that it
culture, the imprimatur she got
from her was also Heidegger, among others, she
pedigree, most concretely from her per- was thinking of in her famous 1964 intersonalassociationwithHeidegger
and view on GermanTV, when asked about
Jaspers. In his memoir The Tmants, Wil- her first postwar visit to Germany. Speakliam Barrett, who translated Arendt’s first ing of prewar intellectual frlends who had
Partrsan Review article, recalled that “she proved disloyal, she said:
was always conscious of coming from
They were not all murderers There were
elsewhere-of speaking for something
people whofell into them own trap, asI
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light of everything we know about
would say today. Nor did they deslre
Arendt and her work-her “genius for
whatcame later. Thus I t seemed to
me that there should be a basis of
friendship,” her concrete
acts of kindness
communication preciselyin the abyss
over the years, her refugee shrewdness
of Auschwitz. And that was true in
about people’s characters, her no-nonmany personal relations. . . . Somehow
sense recognition of man’s weaknessbethings were set straight again with a lot
fore temptation, her belief that one must
of people.
act politically and communicate with othGiven that she famously detested self- ers to solve s o c i a l problems-it’s far more
protecting intellectuals as a class by the likely that decency, and a unique undertime she fledGermany for Paris, Arendt, standing of Heidegger’s flawsas a man,
if she was to forgive Heidegger after the made it possible for her to continue to
war, must have seenhim as different from love a part of him while regretting the rest.
the street-smart intellectual careerists she Ettinger’s book implies that, knowing
loathed. Itis certainly possible, as Ettin- what weknownow,we
should respect
ger believes,that love blinded Arendt to Arendt less. This reader, for one, respects
decency when it came to Heidegger. In Arendt more.
0
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n March 4, 1984, Libby Zion, the world’s wonders, whichis most wonan 18-year-old college fresh- derful? the Bhagavad-Gita asks, and anman, “entered an emergency swers: that each man, though hesees
room [of New York Hospital] others dyingall around him, never believes
with ‘a virus that has been goingaround’ he himself will die.Perhaps with age and
and . . . left the hospital eight hours illness one’s own
death becomes an imaglater in a body bag.’’ What went wrong? inable event, but the death of a child is
This is the question Natalie Robins asks another matter. “The death of a child is a
On November 12, national
inher carefully researched and finely catastrophe, pure and simple,” saysRobelectlons wlll beheld
In
crafted
book. The fact that we don’t have ins. “How does a parent come to terms
Guatemala. For the firsttime
a
satisfying
answer tothe question after with such a tragedy?” One does not. If
since the CIA-sponsored coup
more than 300 pages is not an indictment the death of a loved one is a wound, the
In 1954. there may be a real
choice on the ballot.Jon us In
of the author but an indication of the death of a child is the wound of Philocanelectiondelegationto
complexity ofmodern medicine and the tetes-the wound that never heals.
wltnessand report on this hlstoric
stubborn refusal of life to conform to the
Libby Zion had a complicated history
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inevitable docudrama will correct all that. malpractice case that followed. The spe800497-1994 or 415 - 155-7296
Libby Zion’s avoidable death in the cific medical events leading
up to her hoswards of one of the country’s most pres- pitalization involved agitation and fever,
tigious teaching hospitals is not unique. a sense that she was “burning up” and a
It happens to a thousand lesser-known “jumpy” and shaky manner that
was
patients admitted daily to the myriad frightening to family members who obhospitals of every major and minor city served her and brought her to New York
in the country. What made Libby Zion Hospital. But she was admitted with no
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